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• Reasoning for a new state model in 5G
• Key characteristics of a new state
• State transitions in LTE and 5G and the new proposed model. 
• Configurability of a new Connected Inactive state in 5G
• Conclusion 
Outline and Scope
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• Mission critical U-MTC UE 
- Transmits small packets that require ultra-low latency and/or 
high reliability.
• Massive M-MTC UE 
- wakes up seldom power saving mode to transmit and receive a 
small payload.
- camping in low activity state, and sporadically transmits UL data 
and/or status reports with small payload to the network.
- have periodic and/or sporadic DL small packet transmission.
- are in connected state, and sporadically transmit UL data and/or 
status reports with small payload to the network.
• Smartphones and consumer devices X-MBB UE
- have periodic and/or sporadic UL and/or DL small packet 
transmission and extreme data rates. 
• 5G system access and requested services have different 
characteristics =>  Control of connectivity for future 
services needs to flexible and programmable. 
Reasoning for a new RRC state model in 5G
RRC States are a solution to the system access, power saving and mobility optimization.
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• Maintenance of context information by the UE and the network when the UE moves from “RRC 
Connected” to “RRC Connected Inactive.”
• Widely configurable DRX cycles to support a wide diversity of services with different requirements 
in terms of power consumption and accessibility delays.
• UE controlled mobility and RAN-based paging with optimized state transitions for the case where 
the UE is semi-static i.e. the UE remains in the same location after inactivity timer expires. The 
concept of camping for Idle UEs is extended to the RRC Connected Inactive UEs.
• Multi-RAT camping and access where the evolution of LTE is tightly integrated to the 5G RAN.
• Highly configurable procedures that may possibly take into account known characteristics at the 
RAN level such as mobility pattern and traffic characteristics for the different services and 
performance requirements in terms of delay accessibility. 
Key Characteristics of the Proposed State in 5G, RRC Connected Inactive
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5G RRC state management for RRC Connected Inactive
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• Potential parametrization and configurability 
aspects of the new RRC Connected 
Inactive state:
- Mobility/location tracking management 
configuration: RAN based mobility and 
location tracking, single/multiple cell-level 
tracking
- Measurement configuration: Measurement 
configuration for cell reselection, camping, etc
taking into account the existence of multiple air 
interface variants
- Camping configuration: Single/multiple-RAT 
camping, capacity based camping, etc
- State transition/system access 
configuration: State transition and RACH 
access optimizations
Configurability of a new RRC Connected Inactive state in 5G 
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A service could be characterized based on its 
requirements, e.g., on mobility, security & privacy, 
reliability, bandwidth, latency, battery life, etc. 
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• A new operational state model needed to support connectivity of critical 
applications, extreme power saving and mobility optimization in 5G.
• Efficient way to introduce a new state model is to design a low activity state 
supporting mobility.
• It is beneficial for the system access if the UEs are always connected to 
network and UE context is stored in RAN also during the low activity state. 
• A new low activity state should be programmable to support various use cases 
and requirements, also unforeseeable.
Conclusion
• After UE and MME have 
authenticated each others, the 
NAS procedure can start.
• This procedure consists of a round 
trip of NAS signaling messages 
(Security Mode Command and 
Security Mode Complete 
message), and begins when the 
MME delivers a Security Mode 
Command message to the UE.  
Once the NAS security is set up, 
NAS signaling messages between 
the UE and the MME are ciphered 
and integrity protected by the 
NAS security keys and then 
securely delivered over radio 
links. 
Who originated the saying 'Small is 
bea tiful‘ … was not thinking LTE?
